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BIODIVERSITY OF THE HOWARD SAND PLAINS SITE OF CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANCE

CoMMENTS BY BORAL RESOURCES (OLD) PTY LlMlrED

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

The NT EPA Report is not based on rigorously determined research, analysis or facts

2.

The preferred options set out in the Report, in particular Option 1, are excessive and unnecessary.

3.

lf implemented the Report will preclude extraction from the only source of quality sands proximate to
Darwin. Approximately 37% of all construction materials used in Darwin are currently extracted from
within this area.

4.

The proximity and quality of the sands available from the Howard Springs extraction area gives the
Northern Territory a key economíc advantage for developments occurring in and around the Darwin
region. The next best alternative source could result in more than 50% increase in costs of
extraclive materials and the introduction of additional community and environmental impacts, such
as a significant increase in heavy vehicle movements and the consequential increase in greenhouse
gas emissions.
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The quality of sand available from the next best alternative is lower than the Howard Springs site so
creating supply risks that do not presently exist for major projects in the Darwin region. No viable
alternative sources of fine-sand are known within the Darwin Region,
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If the proper and lawful rights of companies such as Boral to operate in the Howard Springs
extraction area were removed, Boral would seek compensation for the very substantial losses they
would incur as a result of the removal of those rights. To the extent companies are unable to
establish new operations, a loss of jobs in the industry could be expected.
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Residential and rural land development and water exhaction bores present a much greater threat to
the Howard Springs environment than extractive industry which occupies only 4.1o/o ol the area
under consideration.

8.

The Howard Springs extraction area can continue to operate and be rehabilitated in a contained and
managed way as has already occurred for more than 20 years.

9.

The findings of the Report should not be accepted and its recommendations should not be
implemented.

COMfI'IENTS

1.

lntroduction
Qn27 April 2015, the Northern Territory Environmental Protection Authority (NT EPA) announced
the release oI an"Environmental Quality Report : Biodiversity of the Howard Sand Plains Sfie of
Ønservation Signìfrcance" in the form of an Environmental Quality Report (Report) under section 28
of lhe Northern Tenitory Environment Protection Authority Act (NT EPA Act) intended to provide a
basis for separate advice to the Minister for the Environment under section 25 of the NT EPA Act.

The Report describes the Howard Sand Plains as a site ol "Conservation Signifrcance" because of its
globally significant species-rich communities of bladdenrvorts (carnivorous plants), and nationally and
Tenitory listed threatened species.
The Report reviews existing knowledge of the sand plains' biodiversity and the threats to it, as well
as proposing possible long term solutions to ensure its preservation.
The Report identifies its"preferred option" as being to protect "the entire seasonally inundated and
waterlogged area of sand plaìns'' (Option l) with four lesser options also identified.
Submissions from industry are invited in respect of the Report.

2.

Boral Resources (Old) Pty Limited
These submissions are made by Boral Resources (Ab) Pty Limited (Boral), a subsidiary of Boral
Ltd. Boral Ltd is a public company operating throughout Australia and internationally and is
Australia's largest producer of construclion materials.
Boral holds significant mining tenements and interests within the Option 1 area from which they
produce large quantities of sands and gravels used to supply the needs of the construct¡on ¡ndustry
and government in the Darwin region. These tenements and interests have been granted pursuant
lo lhe Mineral Titles Acf in the Northern Territory and include the right to occupy the tenement areas
and the exclusive right to extract extractive minerals from and to conduct related activities on
tenement areas for varying periods presently up lo 2023.
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Within the Northern Territory, Boral also operates two hard rock quarries at Mt Bundey and has other
mining interests at Batchelor and Tennant Creek.
Boral is also a member of the Extractive lndustry Association of the Northern Tenitory lnc. and it is
noted that body has also made comments on the Report.

3.

Boral's lnte¡ests

3.1

Tenements ¡nd Interests
(a)

As indicated in paragraph 1 above, apart from the prefened Option 1, the Report
describes four other options for the protection of aspects of the area in question.
Each of the options are depicted in Figures 13- 17 of the Report. Attached to these
comments as Appendix 1 are reproductions of each of those fìgures on which the
approximate location of the Boral tenements and interests have been identified.

(b)

3.2

Other companies and persons unrelated to Boral hold tenements through this area
but Boral has the largest area subject to extractive mineraltenements and interests.

Land Ownership
The land the subject of the tenements is variously owned by Boral as an estate in fee simple
(section 4116) or is located on Vacant Crown Land (NT Portion 3601) or Pastoral
Lease 1147.

33

Operations
(a)

The operations conducted by Boral on the tenements are the extraction of sand
(coarse and fine) and gravel. Those extraction operations were first commenced by
Boral in 1994. Other companies had been conducting such operations on some of
the tenements since 1990.

(b)

ln addition to the extractive operations, the tenements contain extensive
settling/tailings pond ereas, sand and gravel stockpiles, crushed rock piles and
overburden.

3.4

(c)

lnfrastructure on the area of the tenements includes a concrete batch plant, bunded
fuel storage atea, a permanent office, workshops, fixed wash plant, weighbridge,
screening plant and other related activities.

(d)

Boral has undertaken substantial capital investment in infrastructure and activities on
these sites which investment has been undertaken in the expectation of a proper
return from the extraction and sale of the raw materials located within the tenements
in accordance with the terms of their grant.

Authorisation and Mining Management Plan

(a)

All of the tenements are operated pursuant to Authorisation No. 0712-01 granted
pursuant to the Mining Management Act NT and pursuant to the detailed
requirements of a "Mining Management Plan - Howard Springs and Scrubby Creek
3

Combined Project" approved by the Department of Mines and Energy in December

2014.
(b)

The Mining Management Plan is the detailed document required under the Mining
Management Act by which all companies holding mining tenements must operete. lt
contains extensive provisions relating to Boral's projects on the tenements, their
proposed activities and mining schedules, site conditions and detailed provisions
relating to all aspects of environmental management and performance. lt contains a
rehabilitation and closure plan, performance objectives and many other matters of a
kind which can be expected to be found in a contemporary mining management plan
to the best standards currently required by the Department of Mines and Energy.
This plan has been fully reviewed by the Department of Mines and Energy in
accordance with the requirements of the Mining Management Act including dealing
with any issues and amendments required by the Department of Mines and Energy
and the Minister responsible for the Act. The Plan has been amended to
accommodate any such matters.

(c)

The Mining Management Plan addresses numerous issues in detailincluding
reporting on the management and control of weeds in the tenements, details of
Aboriginal Area Protection Authority records and advice and a detailed rehabilitation
and closure plan for the resources contained within the tenements.

(d)

Financial security for the performance of the obligations within the Mining
Management Plan is provided.

(e)

As part of the preparation of the Mining Management Plan, Boral was required to
consult with landowners and users and government authorities including :
a

Power and Water CorPoration;

a

Department of Mines and Energy;

a

Department of Land Resource Management;

a

Department of Trans port;

a

Department of Lands, Planning and Environment;

o

Department of Business, Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority

None of these parties had identified any issues concerned with the continuation of
extraction from the Boral tenements for their respective life spans.
(f)

The Mining Management Plan was approved by the Department of Mines and
Energy in December 2014.

3.5

Nature of Resources
The resources obtained from within the tenements are of the highest quality and are ideally
suited for all aspects of construction activity occurring within the Darwin region including
concrete making. They have been servicing and will continue to service all of the major
4

developments occurring in and around the Darwin region including building, civil
construction, ports, the lchthys Onshore LNG facility and all other areas where such
resources are required. This includes the Governrnent of the Northern Territory which is a
major customer for such resouroes.

3.6

Transport of Resources
The tenements held by Boral within the area to which the Report relates are ideally situated
in relation to the marketplace for Darwin and its region. The tenements are located on the
urban perimeter and approximately 35 kilometres from the centre of Danvin which enables
them to be transported short distances to their market. Because of the relatively low value of
resources of this kind compared to their volume and weight, the major factor in their cost is
the distance they need to be transported to the point of use. For every additional kilometre
such materials are required to be transported, the costs to the end user can be expected to
increase signifìcantly.

4-

5.

lmpact of Repott on Construct¡on Material AvailabiliÇ and Cost
4.1

lf Option 1 contained in the Report was implemented, and the area comprising Boral's
tenements were to be removed ftom production, the next best altemative to Boral for such
materials is located approximately 75 kilometres away at their Mt Bundey operations and (it
is estimated) will result in a doubling of the cost of providing such materials which cost will
need to be factored into all consüuction occuning in the Northem Tenitory, to its detriment.
In monetary terms, it is estimated that there would be a financial penaltyto the Northern
Territory estimated at $133 million over 10 years and $350 million over a 20 year period
having regard to the anticipated rate of use of these materials.

4.2

Other areas from which similar resouroes might be extrac-ted are inferior as to their quality
and location and will result in a major disruption to the supply of construction materials in the
Danrin region.

4.3

ln practícal terms, there would also be increased truck movements over much longer
distances, increasing risks associated with safety, noise and greenhouse gas emissions.

Boral's Losses if Report lmplemented

5.1

lmplementing Option 1 from the Report would preclude the further extraction of resources
from the Boral Tenements. lmplementing Options 2 to 5 will have a potentially lesser, but
nonetheless substantial, impact on the ability to extract from the Boral Tenements by
reducing their lifespan and the commercialviability currently able to be maintained by reason
of their scale and the ability to establish and utilise infrasbucture shared across the
tenements. Depending on how any of those options were to be implemented, the remaining
resouroes or constraints on their ability to be extracted, could render them unviable.

5.2

lf the Report were to be implemented in whole or ¡n part, regardless of Boral's existing rights
over the tenement areas, Boral would require compensation in all respects for the material
losses it would suffer on that account.

5.3

This would include the anticipated loss of profìt based on Boral's reasonable expectations
over the lifetime of the tenements, the cost of obtaining and securing alternative tenements
elsewhere of the same quality and scale, the costs of removing and re-establishing all of the
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infrastructure necessary to conduct its operations on the tenements, the loss of time and
business opportunity for the period during which the tenements were not available for use
and before other tenements were fully productive, losses arising from the anticipated inferior
quality and potentially greater cost of extracting materials elsewhere and all other losses
incuned in relation to such an outcome. lt could be anticipated that all other operators within
the area of the options addressed by the Report would make simílar claims.

6.

Comments on Report

6.1

General Comments
(a)

The basic op¡nion of the NT EPA that drives the Report is set out in paragraph 1 of
the'Executive Summar/. This says:
"The Northern Tenitory Environment Protection Authority (NT EPA) is of lhe
opinion fhaf unless something r's done to prevent it, rapidly inueasing threats
to the biodiversity of the Howard Sand Plains Site of Conversation
Significance ISOC) (Fþure 1) will resull in the extinction of what seems likely
to be the most signìficant area of biodiversity in the Darwin region. The
threats are gimarily caused by long term extraction of sand ard gravel, and
adjacent expansion of urban and rural developments."

(b)

So far as sand and gravel extraction ís concerned, this opinion relates to lands
subject to mining disturbance that represent only 4.1o/o of the Howard Sand Plain
SOC area (see Report section 2.3.4'). The intensity of focus on this small area and
its activities is inappropriate, especially in a context where (see section 2.3.1 of the
Report), housing in the form of rural residential development occupies some 31.8%
of the area.

(c)

The Report makes no attempt to present a balanced view whether the long term land
uses it describes can be accommodated and managed. Sand extraction activities
within this area have been occurring since 1990 (by Boralsince 1994) and are a
fundamental cornerstone of the Danryin and region construction activity. lt is noted
(section 2.3.3) that the 'Howard Sand Plains are major source for the supply of fine
sand, coarse sand and gravel to the construction industry in the Danruin region" and
that the region's extraction for four years to 2001 was approximately 50% of the
Northern Territory usage with the suggestion that this has rapidly increased since
that time. lt notes "the rapid increase in mining of extractives is associated with
recent demand for urban expansion and development along with the lchthys
Onshore LNG project and other developments on Darwin Harbour".

(d)

Despite such findings which indicate the critical importance of the materials from this
area to the regional economy surrounding Danvin, no attempt is made by the Report
to consider or balance how those activities might reasonably continue within the
context the Report addresses.

(e)

It does not appear that any material consultation was undertaken by the authors of
the Report before it was published. ln particular, there was no consultation with

Boral.
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(f)

When a report seeks such fundamental and commercially damaging outcomes
arising from its "findings" it is submitted it is inappropriate for it to be published until
all of those with material interests have been consulted and their views and inlerests
properly taken into acc¡unt.

(g)

lt is noted that section 26(c) of the NT EPA Act states that:

"h pertormíng its functions under section 25, the NT EPA may have regard
to the following:
(c)

6.2

the need to develop a strong, growing and diversifred economy and
a well informed and engaged private secfor that can enhance the
capacity for protection of the environment."

(h)

It can only be assumed from the complete lack of reference in the Report to the need
to develop a strong and diversified economy in the Northern Tenitory that the NT
EPA has chosen not to have regard to that matter.

(.)

Further, there is no evidence of the NT EPA having informed or engaged the private
sector on these issues.

(¡)

All of this means the Report is premature in its production and does not present a
balanced and objective outlook on a complex, multifac,eted subject.

Specific Comments
(a)

The majority of the Report is devoted to an analysis of the biodiversity of the area
under consideration. For the purposes of a comparative analysis, Boral have
commissioned a "Critical Review of the NT EPA's Environmental Quality Report' by
leading ecologists in the Environmential Management division of the Saunders Havill
Group. A copy of their report is attached to this submission as Appendix 2. This
review confirms many of the comments made about the Report below and in
particular confirms:

(1)

The lack of real information and analysis about the ecology of the region
leading to the over-conservative outcomes proposed, at least as Option I

(2)

That the Boral sites and the activities on them have co-existed with the
natural features of the sand plains for more than 20 years.

(3)

That there is evidence of significant bladdenrort regeneration on previously
rehabilitated areas or areas left to naturally regenerate.

(4',)

That urban and rural development and the activities they attract and the
taking of groundmater from domestic and government bores has a much
greater impact on the ecology of the area than extractive industry.

(5)

Much of the Report app€ars to be based on previous investigations by D
Liddle in 2013 and 2014, but the recommendations of the Report go well
beyond the recommendations he made. There is no justifìcation for what the
Report proposes.
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(The Saunders Havill review should be referred to as a whole.)

(b)

ln addition to the comments in the Saunders Havill review, some matters that are
noted for specific comment from within the Report (these are not exhaustive) are as

follows:

(1)

The total area under consideration is approximately 264 km2 (section 2.1);

(2)

Within that area, 31.8o/o of the land is subject to rural residential
development and 3.5% is subject to forestry. (section 2.3.1):

(3)

Only 4.1o/o of the area is land that is subject to mining disturbance (section

2.3,4);
(4)

The area subject to mining disturbance is the major souroe for the supply of
fine sand, ooarse sand and gravel to lhe construc'tion industry in the Dan¡¡in
region (section 2.3.3);

(s)

Section 2.3.5 addresses 'rehabilitation of the Howard Sand Plains following
disturbance by extractive operations". lt concludes:
"there is no known way in which to rehabilitate lhe Howard Sand
Ptains biodiversity. The nature of the sand plains and the biology
its biodiversity are likely to preclude efrective rehabilitation in tlle

of

long term".

(c)

(6)

ThÍs same point is acknowledged elsewhere namely that the areas already
part of the extractive operations are incapable of being restored in a
beneficialway. This is at odds with the Saunders Havill findings'

(7)

At section 3.2.2,"polentialthreats from mining" are discussed. However,
there is no evidence base from which to conclude these are actual threats or
any assessment of the nature or extent of those threats. The matters
described are speculative and are not supported by rigorous scientific
analysis.

(8)

At section 4, it is noted again that urban and rural development and the
extractive mining industry'impacts cannot be rehabilitated".

(e)

Section 4.1 sets out "limitations to knowledge of the sand plains' and
acknowledges that the survey data on which knowledge is based has been
constrained and that "the sampling intensity is low''. Again, the Report
makes assumptions which are not based on rigorous scientific analysis.

(10)

Similar acknowledgements of the limitations of knowledge of this region can
be seen in section 4.1.2 (dealing with hydrology).

The matters quoted above confìrm that so far as extractive operations are
concerned, the Report addresses only a very small percentage of the relevant area
and that the recommendations and findings it makes are not based on detailed,
rigorous, contemporary scientific analysis. The Report in that context is premature
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and should not have been published in this form and most certainly should not be
acted upon.
(d)

7.

The Report contains five options, of which Option 1 is preferred. lt should be noted
as is indicated in paragraph 3.1(b) of these comments, implementation of these
options will have varying impacts on the tenements held by Boral. The comments
here relate generally to the implementation of the preferred Optíon 1. lf other
options were to be seriously considered, Boral reserves the right to conduct an
appropriate analysis of the impacts of those options and to comment further.

Conclusion
a

Boral has proper and lawful rights to continue to extract materials from the area the subject
of this Report.

a

Any attempt to remove those proper and lawful rights would be opposed by Boral by all
available means.

a

lf any such attempt were to be legally undertaken, Boral would expect to be fully
compensated for the loss of its land, its rights and its resources in addition to all necessary
establishment costs.

a

This Report is premature in its preparation and not based on appropriately rigorous scientific
research and findings. lt should not have been published in this form and should not be
acted upon.

a

The Report fails to take into account the matters refened to in section 26 of the NT EPA Act,
in particular "the need to develop a strong, growing and diversified economy and a well
informed and engaged private secto/'.

a

The area the subject of mining tenements and rights available to the holders of those
tenements should also be excluded from further consideration as part of this Report. The
areas in question represent only a very small percentage of the area under consideration.

a

It is noted that it is asserted in the Report (which is not supported by actual findings) that the
areas subject to mining activity cannot be rehabilitated or restored to the status the Report
seeks to preserve and for that reason they should be excluded from consideration by this
Report.

a

lf this Report were to be implemented, it would have a major impact on, and compromise,
the economic development of the Darwin region of the Northern Territory and its ability to
sustain the nature and level of growth and diversification as has occurred in more recent
years.

Construction activity in the Darwin region would incur significant additional cost imposts
including for the types of infrastructure projects that have been at the cornerstone of the
rapid growth in economic development in Danruin and the Northern Territory,

The Boral operations are conducted properly and effectively within the current operating
environment and pursuant to a Mining Management Plan approved in Decembe¡ 2014 and
prepared to current Development of Mines and Energy Standards.
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Boral must be allowed to continue to exerclse lts proper, legal rights to extract materials and
provide them to the marketplace ln an economic and beneflcial way.

a

Dated

r/

Qnø

TRAVIS POTTS
General Manager- Northern Tenitory

Telephone: 08 8983 1950
Mobile: 0401 896 608
Email: Travis.Potts@boral.co¡l!é.u
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- Northern Territory Quarries
Boral Resources (Qld) Pty Limited

Our Ref: 7782

Client:

Site:
Date:

Howard Springs, Scrubby Creek and BlackJungle Extraction Areas

I June 2015

Attn: Andrew Lyndon
Planning & Development Manager
Boral Property Group
Level 6, 88 Musk Ave

Kelvin Grove QLD 4059

lntroduction
The Environmental Management Division of Saunders Havill Group was engaged by Boral Resource (QLD) Pty

ttd

to carry out a review of the Northern Territory Environmental Protection Agency's (NT EPA) 'Environmental Quality
Repon Biodiversity of the Howard Sand Plains Site of Conservation Significance (SOC)' hereby referred to as the EQR.

The Boral site is surrounded by bushland that has undergone various stages of disturbance from previous and
existing mining activities, forestry and local recreational uses such as shootíng and four wheel drivíng. The site
context

is

displayed in Figure 1 and site aerial in Figure 2.

Punpose of the Revieu¡
The purpose of this review is to comment on information and outcomes presented in the EQR based on our
knowledge and experience as well as a desktop assessment of the Howard Sand Plains and brief field survey carried
out from 17 to 19 May 2015 by experienced fìeld ecologists. Pen Pics for all of the Saunders Havill project team ¡s
included as Attachment 1.
It is noted the EQR's preferred recommendation involves zoning most of the northern half of the SOC as protection
area and ceasing extractive industry in that area (Figure 3).

Keg Findings
A critical review has been carried out of the EQR and its recommendations as well as reports and studies used to
support its fìndings. The review takes into account information collected from site surveys and discussion held with
various government agencies, including the NT EPA, at the Extractive lndustries Association information session
held in Darwin on 21 May 2015. The key findings are included below:
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The EQR notes on several occasions that there is a lack of information on both the biology of the Howard
Sand Plains as well as ¡mpacts (both historical and potential future) from the various uses within the SOC.

The limited information is identified as one of the primary reasons for selecting option 1, which
recommends zoning most of the northern half of the SOC as protect¡on area and stopping any further
extractive industry and limiting water a bstraction,

as

this

is

seen as the "lowest risk approach" for protecting

the biodiversity of the area.
Given the sand plains have been co-existing with extractive industry for over 2 decades and, as noted in

the

EQR, there is no evidence of impacts outside of immediate clearing footprints, it seems extremely
conservative to zone most of the northern half of the SOC as protection area. lt is of note that a number of

areas containing high diversities of bladderworts are located adjacent to ex¡st¡ng extractive operations or

previous extraction areas, suggesting the two can and do co-exist.
The outcomes from the EQR seem to be based primarily on various investigations by D. Liddle (in particular

studies in 2013 and 2014). We have not been able to source the 2014 report however we note that the
Liddle reports recommend the use of core and buffer areas to protect high value areas rather than cessation
of extractive industries. lt is ou r understand ing that the Northern Territory Department of Mines and Energy
has already

unofficially recognised these areas in the current application process with no new applications

allowed within a 250m buffer from core areas which has been in place for several months.
The core zone and buffer approach is included in the EQR in varíous forms as options 3,4 and 5. The extent

of the buffer zone and potent¡al to include additional "linkage" areas differentiate the three options. The
EQR identifies all of these options as having a high risk to the future ecological values of the area. This
assessment is not supported by any evidence or discussion around why these options could not be

successfully employed.
The bladderwort communities found within the Howard Sand Plains are noted as being of "international
significance" in the EQR. While available evidence suggests there is a high diversity of these plant types in

the sand plains they are a common species both in the Northern Territory and globally and have no
protection status under any nationally or internationally recognised framework such as the EPBC Act or
IUCN Red List. The high diversity in these commun¡t¡es may be worthy of protection however to say they
are of international significance is inaccurate and potentially misleading.
Given the type of ecological communities present at the site the mechanism most likely to result in broad
scale impacts is draw down of the ground water table. This is acknowledged in the EQR along with the fact

that currently there is little information on existing hydrology and potential impacts to groundwater from
extraction processes.
At the Boral sites the bulk of the resources are obtained by stripping up to 2 meters from the existing
surface to remove fine sand. More intrusive extraction techniques are used for course sands which involves
the excavation of small pits up to 17m deep. Observations on site and anecdotal evidence from staff
suggest these pits are generally only required to be dewatered once (1.e. there is no ongoing ground water
seepage into the void) with all water pumped into nearby ponds. No sand dredging activities are utilised
at any of the Boral sites and have not been employed for approximately 10 years.
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These methods of extraction would be expected to have mínimal impact outside the immediate footprint
area and are unlikely to result in a significant "cone of depression" around the void. While other land uses

in the SOC may potentially be impacting on groundwater it is not expected thatthe extractive industries
would be having a significant effect.
Assessment at the Howard Plains and Scrubby Creek sites identified significant bladderwort communities

throughout the sand plains however did not find any of the vulnerable species U. dunstoniae, even in areas
where they have been previously identified according to Northern Territory flora records. Consistent with

the finding of the EQR, it was noted by Saunders Havill field ecologists that a number of bladderwort
species are very similar in appearance to the vulnerable species and there was the potential for
misidentifìcation of the various bladderworts to occur if not carried out by experienced ecologists.
Site surveys carried out by Saunders Havill ecologists found bladderwort species present in areas that had

undergone historical disturbance and had either been rehabílitated or left to naturally regenerate. These
bladderwort communities were generally observed on the edges and shallow spots of Melaleuca swamp
vegetation and adjacentto sand heath vegetation where seepage is occurring.This indicates the statement
in the EQR that "there are no known techniques capable of rehabilitating sand sheet heaths to a stote that
would ollow for the preseruotion of threatened species or communily'' may not be accurate given positive
results are occurring in areas where no or minimal rehabilitation effort is being applied.

While the observed regrowth bladderwort communities generally had a lower diversity than the
undisturbed communities better outcomes could be achieved if further studies were undertaken to refine
rehabilitation techniques and test whether a return to pre clearing diversity is achievable. Further research
and trials in the Howard Plains would have significant benefìts for developing rehabilitation techniques for

the area. For example, sampling and ongoing monitoring of recently and historically disturbed areas at
various stages of recovery would give an indication of the ecosystems ability to recover from disturbance
as

well as provide useful information for future rehabilitation efforts.

The report attributes a large proportion of the potential ecological threat to the sand plains to the
extractive industry even though other potentially significant threats are identified. Of particular note is

urban and rural development which covers approximately

31 .8o/o

of the

SOC and abstraction of

groundwater from domestic bores and Northern Territory Power and Wate/s emergency water supply bore
fields which "hos been known to drop the late dry season water toble by up to 15m". There is little evidence
provided in the EQR to support the assertion that extractive industry is having a greater impact on the
threatened species or sand sheets in general than these other industries.
It is also of note that the largest remaining "core areas" as identified by Liddle 2013 and 2014 are located
adjacent to urban and rural expansion areas which would appear to provide the biggest threat to these
areas.
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Attachment I
Saunders Havill 6roup Staff Pen Pics
Andrew Craig: Senior Ecologist
Experience
Andrew is a Senior Field Ecologist w¡th over 15 years practical experience in the areas of ecological site assessment,
weed management programs, large scale revegetation projects, wetland rehabilitation and waterway restorat¡on.
His main area of expertise is the identification and classification of flora and fauna including the identification and
management of threatened species and communities. Andrew has significant experience ¡n some of Queensland's
largest infrastructure projects including coordinating on-ground flora assessments and development of weed
management and rehabilitation strategies for the Southern Regional Water Pipeline.
Andrew's background in managing revegetation, translocation and forestry establishment projects includes a
wealth of experience in the practical management, rehabil¡tation and offsetting across numerous projects. These
skills linked with strong scientific and anal¡ical site survey methods ensure Andrew excels at all necessary state and
federal government sampling procedures.

Qualifications
Bachelor of Science (Zoology), University of Queenslan d (1997)

David Havill: Senior Ecologist
Experience
David has more than 13 years practical experience in the areas of ecological site assessments (flora and fauna), weed
management programs, large scale revegetation projects, wetland rehabilitation and waterway restoration. He has
a strong understandíng of the ¡ntricate workings of the Queensland Vegetation Management Act 1999 and the
complex codes and polícies which influence site vegetation constraints.
David's expertise relates to the on-site identification and spatial mapping of fauna and flora species including
endangered, rare and vulnerable plants and animals. He has an accurate understanding of site survey processes and
standards developed by the State and Commonwealth Governments. This provides the abil¡ty to challenge the
various inaccuracies that occur within broad scale vegetation mapping developed by these Government agencies.

Qualifications
Bachelor of Applied Science (Natural Systems and Wildlife Management), The University of Queensland (1998)
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Sam Maynard: Senior Environmental Scientist
Experience

Sam is an environmental scientist with over 12 years'experience in the environmental sector working
predominantly as a consultant to Government and Private clients including some of the world's largest resource
companies and port authorities. During this time Sam has acted in various roles ranging from project management

to providing technical advice and guidance.
Sam has worked on projects spanning the eastern seaboard and pacific islands and with inputs encompassing

management of complex approvals processes and impact assessments, development and implementation of
baseline and impact monitoring programs, and providing advice on State wide policies and supporting
documentation. His experience in obtaining approvals for large and small infrastructure projects has given him an

excellent understanding

of the legislative and

planning framework

for both Commonwealth and State

requirements as well as the practical requirements of obtaining environmental approvals in Queensland and
Australia.

Qualifications
Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental Science), Queensland University of Technology (2003)
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